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Most objects in this world can melt ice because they contain more heat. When things like hot lights and warm bodies fill a large arena
like Honda Center, they make it difficult for ice engineers to do their job well. That’s why ice engineers rely on a special tool for help.
What’s this tool called? It’s heat transfer! That’s right, with science, heat transfer is a loyal teammate who can keep an ice surface
frozen all game long.

ACTIVITY 
You don’t need to take a trip to Honda Center to see this new teammate in action. For instance, you see it at work each time you use
a refrigerator to prevent leftovers from spoiling. There’s also a tastier way to experience heat transfer. So, what are you waiting for?
Let’s make this sweet treat!

gatheR mateRials
•  Two plastic zipper-lock style bags (One large and one small)
•  Small towel or gloves
•  1/2 cup milk 
•  1/2 cup heavy cream
•  1/4 cup white sugar
•  2 vanilla creamers or any flavoring
•  1/2 to 3/4 cup table salt 
•  2 cups ice
•  Measuring cups and spoons

pRepaRe the small bag
Add the heavy cream, milk, sugar, and flavoring to the bag. 
Squeeze the bag to get some of the air out before closing it. 
Shake the bag lightly to mix the ingredients. 

pRepaRe the laRge bag
Add the ice and salt to the bag. Once you seal it, give the bag a 
good shake to mix the contents.

compaRe the bags
Place your hand on the bottom of each bag for a few seconds. Use the 
heat scale in Table A to rate the temperatures of the large and small bags.

let’s shake it!
Place the small bag into the large bag. Once it’s zipped closed, wrap the 
large bag with a towel and start shaking! Keep shaking until the liquid in 
the small bag starts to turn into a solid. This should take about 15 minutes. 

compaRe the bags… agaiN
Remove the small bag from the large bag and place them both on 
the towel. Feel the bottom of the two bags and rate them again 
using the heat scale in Table B. 

eNJoy youR desseRt!
What did you make? Open the small bag and serve its contents 
in a bowl. Enjoy!

Step 3

Step 5



CONCLUSIONS 
1. Use the data from Tables A and B to compare the temperatures of the bags before and after making ice cream. Why did their 

temperatures change?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. How did you use heat transfer to make ice cream? (HINT: Use the heat transfer diagram on page 12 to help you explain this.)

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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3. Describe some examples of when heat transfer was your teammate 
and your opponent.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

HONDA CENTER HEAT TRANSFER
The process ice engineers use to preserve the Honda Center
ice surface shares a lot of the same science as making ice
cream. Passing heat one time, from the small bag to the large
bag, might be enough for a bowl of ice cream but keeping a
large sheet of ice frozen is much more complicated. It takes
three passes between four objects to get the job done. First,
heat transfer is used to pass heat from the arena air down to
the body of ice. Then, it’s passed into the concrete floor. 
Finally, heat is carried out of the arena through many pipes
connected to the refrigeration system. Salt water is pumped
through these pipes at a temperature of -8°C. This is cold
enough to keep the ice from melting, even during a Ducks
game with more than 17,000 warm bodies in Honda Center.

Data Collection

Bag Contents Temperature 

#1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

#2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

table a: BEFORE ice cream is made: table b: AFTER ice cream is made:

Very
Cold

(Small)

(Large)

Cold Warm

Very
Cold Cold Warm

Bag Contents Temperature 

#1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

#2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very
Cold

(Small)

(Large)

Cold Warm

Very
Cold Cold Warm

How would you improve this 
ice cream making activity? 
Use your journal and the 
engineering design process 

to come up with some better
ideas to make ice cream. Then, go and make it!


